**INFORMATION GUIDE TO FINANCE BANNER CHANNELS**

*What are the benefits of Finance Banner Channels?*

- Enhancements to the myUNM portal making easy and intuitive access to Finance informational and navigational channels
  - Includes a NEW default Finance tab
- A single point of access to real-time Finance information and single sign-on to Finance processes and applications

*What Finance Channels will be available?*

- **What’s New in Finance Channel**
  - This informational channel provides important Finance information to the Finance community
- **LoboWeb for Finance**
  - This informational and navigational channel provides direct access to Finance Self-Service, including Budget Planner
- **Finance Alerts Grants Channel**
  - This informational channel provides Principle Investigators (PIs) with information about grants that are due to end within a number of days specified in the user preferences
- **Approval Alerts Channel**
  - This informational and navigational channel notifies approvers that Finance documents are waiting approval with direct access to Finance Self-Service Approvals
- **Financial Advisor Channel**
  - This informational channel uses a bar graph to show budget versus committed and actual expenses for up to five preferred fund/org combinations
- **My Account Channel**
  - This informational channel displays account balances for term-related charges and non-term related charges
- **My Worklist Channel**
  - This informational channel displays Workflow activities that require action on Finance Workflows